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Plague city osrs rewards

Talk to Jethick (Photo), a pretty big old man, when you get to West Ardougne. Say you're looking for a girl from East Ardougne and eventually you'll show her your picture of her. He'll say he was staying at the Rehnison Family house, which is at the northern end of town. Jethick will also give you a book to go back to. Go to the north side
of town to the house with members of the Rehnison family in it. Try to 'open' the door and Ted Rehnison won't let you in, but when you say you have to return a book, it'll be much more appealing. Once you're inside the house, talk to Ted again (Photo). She will say that her daughter Milli saw Elena being taken by some shadowy figures.
Go upstairs and talk to Milli (Photo). Sadly he'll say he was playing in the southeast corner when two men took Elena to a building on board, with no windows. Go to the southeast corner of West Ardougne. Look for the house that has a ladder in it, and try to 'open' one of the doors. A Mourner will stop you because the house has been
touched by the plague. Tell him you think there's a kidnapping victim there, but he'll point out that not even a kidnapper would want to get in. If you say you want to go in anyway, the Mourner will tell you you don't have permission to go in there. To get clearance for the plagued house, you have to go to the Chief Lloituary, Bravek. The Old
School RuneScape Wiki is located by default in the British convention for floor numbering: Ground floor, first floor, etc. This can be changed by clicking the moon icon at the top right of the site. Plague City is the first search for the Elf mission series. The mission investigates a plague that has affected west of Ardougne. Details[edit source]
Tutorial[edit source] Beginning the mission[edit source] Required articles: Dwellers, 4 Water Cubes, a shovel and a rope. Talk to Edmond behind your house, next to the wall surrounding West Ardougne, north of Ardougne Castle. Ask her what happened to her daughter and offer to help. He'll tell you to talk to his wife about getting some
kind of plague protection. His wife, Alrena, is inside the house or wandering outside. He'll tell you he can make a gas mask if you get him blackberries. Give him blackberries and he'll give you a mask. There are spare masks in the closet. Be sure to take Elena's picture from inside the house while you're there. Talk to Edmond again, and
he'll tell you his plan to dig under the wall and enter West Ardougne. First, you'll have to soften the floor. Use your buckets of water on the mud patch behind your house (between cabbages and potatoes). You can only use one bucket, but it will have to be filled with the sink inside. Then use the shovel on the smoothed floor. You'll sink and
Edmond will follow you. Walking south a pipe blocked by a grill. After pulling it in vain, use a rope in the pipe, and talk to Edmond to get the grill out. Put on your gas mask and go upstairs to get into West Ardougne. Find Elena[edit source] Required articles: Elena's Picture. Once inside West Ardougne, talk to Jethick. It's just to the east.
Show her Elena's picture and she'll tell you to go check Rehnison's house and give you a book she borrowed from them. Go north to the house sitting just against the edge of the wall, as shown on the map. The building's grey planks set it apart. They'll let you in when you mention you have the book. Once inside, talk to Martha Rehnison
or Ted Rehnison, then go upstairs and talk to her daughter, Milli Rehnison, who will tell you more about Elena's disappearance and whereabouts. Go south past the town square near the south wall to find the house with the large black X at the gates and a staircase in the middle that goes down, marked with a black box on the map. Try to
open the doors; The Mourners won't let you in because he's been hit hard by the plague. Tell them you're looking for a kidnapped girl, and they'll tell you you need Bravek's permission to get into the house. Items required: A bucket of milk, chocolate powder and brooch grass. Return to city square and in the large building on the north side,
north of the sewer. Ask the clerk at the door, then tell him this is urgent! Someone's been kidnapped, and they'll let you in to see Bravek. However, he can barely talk to you, as he has a lot of hangover. He'll give you a scruffy note with a recipe for a hangover cure. To do this, put the chocolate powder in the milk cube, then add the grass
from the sprout (Do not drink or eat the ingredients). Give him the hangover cure and tell him the mourners won't listen to you. Then he'll give you a warrant to grant permission to enter the plague house and look for Elena. Go to that house and try to get back in. The Mourners will try to stop you, but when given Bravek's order they'll be
lost, giving you a chance to sneak in. Once inside, look for the barrel to the west[?] of the stairwell to find a small key. Elena's downstairs. Go down and open the door with the key and let it go. Return to Edmond's garden (where it started) by climbing the sewer in the city centre, and climbing the mud pile. Talk to Edmond to finish the
mission. Rewards[edit source] Required to complete[edit editing source] Plague City completion is required for the following: Transcript[edit source] in: Beginner Missions, Missions, Plague City Share Old School RuneScape uses the British Convention for Floor Numbering: Ground Floor, floor, etc. This mission has a quick guide found
here. Briefly summarize the steps required to complete the mission. Details Details Gathering the objects from Edmond's house. Starting the mission Required objects: Moracerís, 4 buckets of water, a shovel, the photo of Elena and a rope. Talking to Edmond. Once you talk to Edmond, he'll tell you to talk to his wife about getting some
kind of pest protection. Her wife, Alrena, is right inside the house (or wandering outside), and she'll tell you she can make a gas mask if you get her some blackberries. Give him the berries, and he'll give you a mask. If you need a spare, there'll be one in the closet. Also, be sure to take Elena's picture from inside the house while you're
there. Talk to Edmond again, and he'll tell you about his plan to dig under the wall and enter West Ardougne. First, you'll have to soften the floor. Use your buckets of water on the mud patch behind your house (among the cabbages). You can use a bucket, but you'll have to keep reloading it with the sink inside. Then use the shovel on the
smoothed floor. Pulling the grille. You'll sink and find Edmond there too. Walk south, and you'll find a pipe blocked by bars. After pulling it in vain, just use a rope in the pipe, and talk to Edmond to pull the grille. Put on your gas mask and go upstairs to get into West Ardougne. Find required Elena articles: Elena's photo. NPC locations.
Once inside West Ardougne, talk to Jethick. He's standing a few steps east. Show her Elena's picture. He'll tell you to go check Rehnison's house and give you a book he borrowed from them. Head north and a little west (see image) to find the house sitting right on the edge of the wall. They'll let you in when you mention you have the
book. Once inside, talk to Martha or Ted Rehnison, and then go upstairs and talk to the daughter of the house, Milli, who will tell you more about Elena's whereabouts. Come back from the house and south of the village square to find the house the girl told you about. You'll recognize him by a big black X on the doors. Try to open the
doors; The Mourners won't let you in because he's been hit hard by the plague. Tell them you're looking for a kidnapped girl, and they'll tell you you need Bravek's permission to get into the house. Get to the required items: A bucket of milk, chocolate powder and brooch grass. Talking to Bravek. Return to the city square and enter the large
building just north of the sewer. Ask the clerk, who's at the door, and tell him you're there for something very important (Say, this is urgent!), and he'll let you in to see Bravek. But he can barely talk to you, since he's got a lot of hangover. He'll give you a piece of paper with a prescription for a hangover cure. To do this, put the chocolate
powder in the milk cube and add brooch. Give him the concocte (be sure to use the brooch grass on chocolate milk or You'll drink it and tell him the mourners won't listen to you. Afterwards, he'll give you an order granting you the permission you need to pick up Elena at the plague house. Rescue Elena. Go back to the house and try to get
back in. The Mourners will try to stop you, but when given Bravek's order they'll be rather lost, giving you a chance to sneak in. Once inside, look for the barrel in the [?] west of the stairwell to find a small key. Elena's downstairs. Go down and open the door with the key you just found, and let go of the grateful girl. Go back to the sewer
and talk to Edmond to finish the mission. You can then return to the outside using the mud stack on the east wall of the sewer. Rewards required to complete Plague City completion are required for the following: Ardougne Biohazard Journal (medium) rookie missions are available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Talk to Edmond on
the northwest corner of East Ardougne. Required * Indicates an object that is obtained during this mission. Recommended Skills: None. Missions: None. Elements: None. Difficulty ratings: Beginner's duration: Long introduction First, talk to Edmond in the northwest corner of Ardougne, just north of the castle. He asks you to find his
daughter Elena in West Ardougne, also known as Plague City. He says you'll need blueberries for his wife to make a mask so you can breathe in the plague conditions, and they can be found at McGrubor's Wood, just north of Ardougne. Since the forests are protected, you will have to turn the wood to the north side and climb through the
loose railing. Beware of level 44 Guard Dogs roaming around, and the dwellers should be just southeast of the opening at the fence. They can also be purchased at the Grand Tree's kitchen shop. Take them to Alrena, Edmond's wife, and she'll make you a gas mask. Before you leave, take Elena's picture from the table and talk to Edmond
who says you need water to soften the floor. Before going down to the sewer, it would be wise to gather all the required items mentioned above to avoid having to make additional trips. You'll need 4 buckets of water to soften the floor, as well as a shovel, which is located in the southwest corner of the courtyard outside the building where
Elena's image is located. You cannot use the shovel on the tool belt. Ned, a man in Draynor Village can make you Rope with 4 wool balls, or sell you some for 15gp. You can also buy some at the General Store in East Ardougne. Chocolate Powder is obtained using a Chocolate Bar with a Pestle and Mortar. The bars they can be
purchased at the baker in East Ardougne, and a Pestle and mortar should be on your tool belt. Snape Grass is thrown by Tribesman in Karamja, or west of the Craft Guild. Once you have everything you need, you need, return to Edmond's house and use the 4 buckets of water with the mud patch in the middle of his garden. Dig with your
Shovel and you will fall on the ground in the Ardougne Sewer. Walk west, and then south to the end of the sewer, look in the sewer pipe, and then use your rope with the pipe. Talk to Edmond twice and he'll help you pull the grid. Find the pipe again to climb through West Ardougne. Here's a map of useful places in town: Now talk to
Jethick, a man near the sewer, and ask him about Elena. She looks at Elena's photo and says Elena stays with the Rehnisons, a family that lives on the north side of town. It also gives you a book to go back to, so head north and try to get in. They'll let you in when you tell them you have a book to return, and then they'll tell them about
Elena. They'll tell you to talk to their daughter Milla upstairs who says Elena was kidnapped. Helping Elena return to the sewer from which you entered the city, and then go south to a large building with a staircase inside. Try to get in and the Dolos stop you. Tell them you think there might be a kidnapping victim inside, and you want to try
anyway, and they tell you to talk to Bravek. Go back to the sewer, and then north to the clerk's office near the city square. Talk to the Secretary and tell him that he needs permission to enter the Plague House, and that it is important. Now talk to Bravek and tell him it's important for you to talk to him, but he seems to have a hangover. Ask
him if he knows the ingredients to cure. He'll give you a misspelled Scruffy note with the ingredients. Use some Chocolate Milk Powder to make Chocolaty Milk, then mix the Snape Grass to make a Hangover Cure. Note: Because both chocolate bars and chocolate milk are edible, be sure to right-click on them and select the option to use!
Give this to Bravek, and tell him the Mourners won't listen to you. I should give you an order, so take this to the Plague House and try to get in. The Mourner will leave and you'll come in. Go down the stairs and try to open the door. Elena tells you to find the key, which is hidden somewhere around. Go back upstairs and look for the barrel
just west of the stairs to find a small key, which will open the door below. Talk to her and she tells you to go back to her father for a reward. Get out of the house, go back to the sewer and talk to Edmond to finish the mission! Rewards 1 Mission Point A magic scroll that allows you to use Ardougne's Teleport spell A Gas Mask 2,425 Mining
Experience Two additional spins in the Quick Find of Fortune tutorial [-] Talk to Edmond Get some blackberries and take Alrena [or] Take Elena's photo [or] Talk to Edmond [or] Use mud-patched water [or] Dig in softened terrain [or] Head-to-head sewer [-] Look for Search Tube [-] Use rope with pipe [-] Talk to Edmond twice [-] Search
tube [-] Talk to Jethick []Head to Rehnison's house and try to get into []] Talk to Milla ['] Head to large building with ladder in and try to get in ['] Talk to the clerk ['] Talk to Bravek [or] Make the hangover cure and give Bravek [or] Take Warrent to Plague House who couldn't get in earlier []] Go down the stairs and try to open the Door [or] Go
upstairs and look for Barrel ['] Unlock the door on the ground floor ['] Talk to Elena ['] Talk to Edmond ['] Mission Complete! Full!
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